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Abstract Many future decision support systems will be human-centric, i.e., require
substantial human oversight and control. Because these systems often provide critical
services, high assurance is needed that they satisfy their requirements. This paper, the
product of an interdisciplinary research team of experts in formal methods, adaptive
agents, and cognitive science, addresses this problem by proposing a new process
for developing high assurance human-centric decision systems. This process uses AI
(artificial intelligence) methods—i.e., a cognitive model to predict human behavior
and an adaptive agent to assist the human—to improve system performance, and
software engineering methods—i.e., formal modeling and analysis—to obtain high
assurance that the system behaves as intended. The paper describes a new method for
synthesizing a formal system model from Event Sequence Charts, a variant of Message
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Sequence Charts, and a Mode Diagram, a specification of system modes and mode
transitions. It also presents results of a new pilot study investigating the optimal level
of agent assistance for different users in which the agent design was evaluated using
synthesized user models. Finally, it reviews a cognitive model for predicting human
overload in complex human-centric systems. To illustrate the development process
and our new techniques, we describe a human-centric decision system for controlling
unmanned vehicles.
Keywords High assurance · Formal models · Formal methods · Adaptive agents ·
Cognitive models · Formal model synthesis from scenarios · User model synthesis ·
User scenarios · System and software requirements

1 Introduction
Many future decision systems will be human-centric—i.e., require substantial human
oversight and control. One important and growing class of human-centric decision systems are those that manage unmanned vehicles. An estimate is that the U.S. military
currently deploys over 7,000 UAVs (Unmanned Air Vehicles) (Bumiller and Shanker
2011). Most of these UAVs, which perform a range of critical tasks including surveillance, reconnaissance, and targeting, are not entirely autonomous but are remotely
controlled by humans. Such systems, which are already having a major impact on military applications worldwide, are being used increasingly to extend and complement
human capabilities, rather than to replace humans (DSB 2012). Unmanned vehicles are
also being deployed increasingly in civilian applications such as law enforcement and
public safety. For example, the FBI, U.S. Border Protection Agency, Texas Department
of Safety, and U.S. Forest Service, among others, have equipped UAVs with cameras
and scientific instruments to conduct surveillance and gather information (Sengupta
2013). The rapid rise in civilian use of unmanned vehicles and recent plans to equip
UAVs with nonlethal weapons, e.g., tear gas and pepper spray, have raised serious
privacy and other major concerns (US Senate 2013) and led to calls for greater human
control and oversight of unmanned vehicles.
Developing human-centric decision systems poses two difficult challenges: (1) how
to obtain high assurance that these systems behave as intended, and (2) how to design
systems which perform effectively. While a promising approach to (1) is to apply
formal modeling and analysis, a huge problem is how to obtain the formal system
model: Difficult to obtain in general, formal models of human-centric decision systems
are especially hard to obtain given their complexity. A promising approach to (2)
is to apply AI (artificial intelligence) methods—i.e., a cognitive model to predict
human behavior (e.g., when an operator is overloaded) and an adaptive agent to aid
an overloaded operator with his or her assigned tasks. However, how to design these
systems raises many difficult questions—e.g., which tasks to assign to humans and
which to an agent, when to switch control from a human to an agent and vice versa, and
how and when to notify an operator when a task is in urgent need of attention (DSB
2012).
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This article, which extends a paper presented at the Second International Workshop
on Realizing Artificial Intelligence Synergies in Software Engineering (Heitmeyer
et al. 2013a), describes new research that addresses these challenges. To illustrate
the complexity of these systems, Sect. 2.1 presents an example of a human-centric
decision system controlling a team of UAVs. To show how high assurance humancentric decision systems can be developed, Sect. 2.2 introduces a system development
process in which principles from cognitive science and adaptive agents are used to
design the system, scenarios are constructed to specify the required system behavior
and a system model synthesized from the scenarios, and, once the model has been
validated and verified, a system based on the model is implemented. Sections 3–
5 describe the results of our research to support this development process in three
areas—formal methods, cognitive science, and adaptive agents.
Section 3, which presents the first of our two research contributions, addresses
the formal methods challenge by introducing a new method for synthesizing a formal
system model from scenarios. This synthesis method is based on a novel representation
of scenarios called a Moded Scenarios Description (MSD), which contains a Mode
Diagram and a set of Event Sequence Charts (ESCs), variants of Message Sequence
Charts (MSCs) (ITU 1999). To provide a foundation for the method, Sect. 3 also
introduces a formal model of a MSD and two algorithms for model synthesis.
Sections 4 and 5 address the system design challenge by introducing principles
from cognitive science and adaptive agents useful in designing human-centric decision
systems. Section 4, included to illustrate our development process and to provide
context for Sections 3 and 5, briefly reviews a cognitive model for predicting operator
overload (Breslow et al. 2014), and how the model can be used to determine when to
send operator alerts to enhance performance (Gartenberg et al. 2013). After reviewing
our ongoing research on synthesizing user models to evaluate agent designs (Pickett
et al. 2013), Sect. 5 presents our second research contribution, the results of a new
pilot study in which synthesized user models were used to investigate how proactive
an adaptive agent should be (i.e., how quickly it should act) to assist a user. This
study demonstrates that high-performing user models perform better with moderately
proactive agents than with highly proactive agents. In our approach, an adaptive agent
would be tightly integrated with a cognitive model.

2 Human-centric decision system: overview
2.1 Example of a human-centric decision system: RESCHU
Our studies are being conducted in the context of the Research Environment for Supervisory Control of Heterogeneous Unmanned Vehicles (RESCHU), a MIT-developed
simulator of a decision system in which a single human operator controls a team of
UAVs (Boussemart and Cummings 2008). In RESCHU, operators assign and move
UAVs to specific target areas, reroute UAVs to avoid threats, and order UAVs to engage
targets. The operator can alter the path of a UAV towards its target by manipulating
waypoints. Simultaneously, operators perform other tasks (e.g., visual acquisition, surveillance) in scenarios involving urban coastal or inland settings. RESCHU’s operator
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Fig. 1 Operator display of MIT’s RESCHU simulator (Boussemart and Cummings 2008)

interface, illustrated in Fig. 1, has three windows. The Map window displays UAVs,
targets, and threats (hazards). The Status window provides information, such as UAV
damage from threats, estimated time for UAVs to reach targets, etc. The Payload window displays status information for other mission tasks. As in other human-centric
decision systems, a serious problem in RESCHU is operator overload—the operator
has too many concurrent demands and cannot handle all in a timely manner.
2.2 System development process
A promising approach to achieving high assurance for human-centric decision systems is Model-Based Development (MBD) (Heitmeyer et al. 2013b), a variant of
Model-Driven Development (MDD) (Selic 2003). In MBD, one or more models of
the required system behavior are built, validated (e.g., via simulation) to capture the
intended behavior, verified to satisfy required properties, and ultimately used to build
the system implementation. Model properties to be verified include completeness (no
missing cases), consistency (no non-determinism), and application properties, such
as safety properties. While the use of MBD in software practice is growing, a major
problem is the lack of good formal requirements models. In many cases, system and
software requirements models do not exist at all. Even when they exist, these models
are usually expressed ambiguously in languages without an explicit semantics and
at a low level of abstraction. Ambiguity makes the models hard to analyze formally
while the low level of abstraction leads to unneeded implementation bias and also
makes the models hard to understand, validate, and change. To address these problems, researchers have introduced techniques for synthesizing formal models from
scenarios (see, e.g., Whittle and Schumann 2000; Uchitel et al. 2003). Informally,
scenarios describe how the system interacts with humans and the system environment
to provide the required system services. Because many practitioners already use scenarios to elicit and define requirements, synthesizing formal models from scenarios is
highly promising.
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Fig. 2 Development process for a high assurance human-centric decision system

Figure 2 illustrates a five-step process for developing high assurance human-centric
decision systems, the extension of a process introduced in Bharadwaj and Heitmeyer
(2000). Shown in the figure is an idealization of the actual process, which has more
iteration and feedback and which may not always proceed in a top-down fashion. In
step 1, principles from cognitive science and adaptive agents are used to formulate the
system design. As shown in Fig. 2, in the system, a human operator interacts with a
visual display to perform a required set of tasks. Because the tasks are complex, an
adaptive agent is available to assist an overloaded operator and a cognitive model to
predict operator overload. In step 2, a system prototype is built based on this design.
In step 3, a requirements engineer elicits information about the system requirements
from the prototype, determines the system modes (externally visible abstractions of the
system state), and expresses the requirements in terms of system modes and a set of
scenarios. Informally, the system will behave differently in different modes; e.g., if the
system is in mode A when a new input arrives, it may respond differently than it would
in mode B. In the scenarios, implementation bias (e.g., in RESCHU, how the display
represents an endangered UAV) can be avoided by using appropriate abstractions.
The requirements engineer also formulates and expresses in precise natural language
the required system properties. For RESCHU, an example property is “If endangered
(i.e., too close to a hazard), then a UAV is under operator control or agent control.”
In step 4, the scenarios and modes are automatically synthesized into a formal system
model, and the model is checked for completeness and consistency, and validated
(e.g., via simulation) to capture the intended behavior. Moreover, required system
properties, such as the example property above, are translated into logical formulae,
and the formal model verified to satisfy these properties. Finally, in step 5, the model,
along with information such as the platform characteristics, and the characteristics and
interfaces of I/O devices, is the basis for developing source code, some code generated
automatically from the model using code synthesis techniques such as Leonard and
Heitmeyer (2003), Rothamel et al. (2006).
Sections 3–5 describe new software engineering and AI techniques which support
this development process. To evaluate these new techniques, we built a prototype
system by extending RESCHU with a cognitive model to predict operator overload. In
future work, an agent will be added to the prototype to assist the operator in performing
the assigned tasks. We expect the technique described in Sect. 3 for synthesizing
formal system models from scenarios to support steps 3–5 of our development process:
Code generated from a validated, verified formal system model should provide high
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assurance that the system implementation satisfies its requirements. The techniques
for predicting operator overload and for evaluating agents described in Sects. 4 and 5
are expected to lead to high quality designs of human-centric decision systems and
should therefore prove useful in developing the prototype system called for in steps 1
and 2. Moreover, we expect the synthesized user models described in Sect. 5 will also
be useful in step 3, e.g., for identifying assumptions about the operator’s behavior,
and in step 4 as input user data useful for validating and verifying the formal model
synthesized in this step.

3 Synthesis of formal system models from scenarios
3.1 Background: SCR tabular notation, model, and toolset
In 1979–1980, the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) tabular notation was introduced
to specify software requirements precisely and unambiguously (Heninger 1980;
Alspaugh et al. 1992). This tabular notation has two important benefits. First, software developers find models expressed in table format easy to understand. Second,
the tabular notation scales; the large requirements models of practical systems can be
concisely represented in tables. In 1996, a formal state machine semantics for models
expressed in the SCR tabular notation was presented (Heitmeyer et al. 1996) which
includes an important construct of SCR, system modes (also called modes). Modes
provide a system-level abstraction for partitioning the system states into equivalence
classes, one class per mode. An important feature of modes is that they are already
explicit in many critical software systems (see, e.g., Alspaugh et al. 1992; Heitmeyer
and Jeffords 2007). Based on the SCR formal semantics and the notion of modes, a
large suite of tools called the SCR toolset has been developed. The toolset includes
a consistency checker for detecting well-formedness errors (e.g., type errors, missing
cases) in the model specification (Heitmeyer et al. 1996); a simulator for symbolically executing the model to validate that it captures the intended behavior (Heitmeyer
et al. 2005); and an invariant generator for automatically generating state invariants
from SCR specifications (Jeffords and Heitmeyer 1998; Leonard et al. 2012). Also
integrated into the toolset are model checkers (Heitmeyer et al. 1998) for finding violations of desired system properties, such as safety and security properties, and theorem
provers (Archer 2001; Jeffords and Heitmeyer 2003; Heitmeyer et al. 2008) for verifying such properties. Tools have also been developed for automatically generating test
cases (Gargantini and Heitmeyer 1999) and for synthesizing source code from SCR
specifications (Leonard and Heitmeyer 2003; Rothamel et al. 2006).
Although software developers may understand formal models in the tabular format,
they have difficulty creating these and other formal models. However, in our experience, when practitioners are presented with a model represented by tables, they can
readily understand, modify, and extend the model. The challenge is to produce the
initial model. This section describes a Moded Scenarios Description, our solution to
this problem. A Moded Scenarios Description contains a set of Event Sequence Charts
(ESCs), a Mode Diagram, and a Scenario Constraint. The ESCs look like Message
Sequence Charts (ITU 1999), a popular notation used by many practitioners to specify
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system and software requirements. A Mode Diagram uses system modes to provide
a system-level abstraction for combining the ESCs. This section presents an example
which shows how selected system requirements for a hazard avoidance task can be
specified in terms of a Moded Scenarios Description; and introduces a formal semantics for ESCs and Mode Diagrams, a method for transforming a Moded Scenarios
Description into a formal SCR requirements model, and algorithms for computing the
update functions of the model.
3.2 Specifying scenarios using Event Sequence Charts and Mode Diagrams
Inspired by Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) (ITU 1999) and their popularity among
practitioners, we have developed Event Sequence Charts (ESCs), which have a natural
state machine semantics, are easy to change, and are designed to scale better than the
traditional basic and hierarchical MSCs. Each ESC contains a set of entities and a list
of event sequences. The entities include the system and a set of environmental entities,
the latter consisting of monitored entities—entities which the system monitors—and
controlled entities—entities which the system controls. Each monitored entity is associated with one or more monitored variables and each controlled entity with one or
more controlled variables. Each event sequence contains a single monitored event, a
change in value of a monitored variable, followed by a set, possibly empty, of changes
in the values of controlled variables. A monitored event may also cause changes in the
values of term variables, auxiliary variables designed to make the ESCs more concise
and more understandable.
Our approach uses ESCs, a Mode Diagram, and a Scenario Constraint to specify
system requirements. A Mode Diagram contains sets of modes and mode transitions.
To specify the relationship between ESCs and a Mode Diagram, our approach uses
numeric labels, positive integers which relate each event sequence in an ESC to the
modes and mode transitions in the Mode Diagram. To illustrate our approach, we
present two ESCs, a Mode Diagram, and a simple Scenario Constraint specifying
(some) required system behavior in a hazard avoidance task. In RESCHU, a UAV’s
path may cross a hazard area. For an example, see the top of Fig. 1, where UAV 4
is dangerously close to a hazard. To avoid the hazard, either the operator or an agent
assisting the operator must modify the UAV’s path.
3.2.1 Two examples of Event Sequence Charts
Although ESCs and MSCs look very similar, they have significant differences. While
MSCs have been used to specify both system requirements and designs, the purpose
of ESCs is to specify system and software requirements only. Unlike MSCs which
often describe the interactions of many system components, each ESC has only a
single system entity and many environmental entities. Further, an event sequence in
an ESC includes not only a single monitored event (change in a monitored entity) but
all effects of the monitored event, each represented as a change to either a controlled
or term variable. Thus a single event in an ESC usually corresponds to a sequence of
two or more messages in a MSC. ESCs and MSCs are also semantically different. In
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Fig. 3 The ESC named Op_Control specifies the sequence of events when the operator adds a waypoint
to a UAV’s path so the UAV avoids a hazard

an ESC, an event and its immediate effects occur in a single step. In an MSC, an event
and its effects may occur in several steps.
Figures 3 and 4 contain two examples of ESCs. These ESCs specify the system’s
required behavior in the hazard avoidance task for two different sequences of monitored
events. The scenario Op_Control in Fig. 3 describes the case in which the operator
is responsible for hazard avoidance. It contains five event sequences, each assigned a
numeric label and interpreted as follows:
1. Upon learning that a UAV is unsafe, the system modifies the display to warn the
operator (e.g., by changing the color of the icon which represents the UAV) that
the UAV needs attention.
2. The cognitive model learns, e.g., from eye tracker data, that the operator is fixated
on (paying attention to) the UAV and notifies the system. In response, the system
sets the term variable tFixated_i to True.
3. The system is notified that the UAV is in danger, i.e., the distance between the
UAV’s location and the hazard is at or below a threshold, the constant minD.
Because the operator is fixated on the UAV, the system relies on the operator to
act to protect the UAV.
4. The operator takes action, i.e., instructs the system to add a new waypoint to the
UAV’s path to avoid the hazard. In response, the system updates the display to
show the UAV’s new path once the waypoint is added.
5. The system is notified that the UAV is safe. In response, it updates the display to
show that the UAV is no longer in danger.
The scenario Agent_Control in Fig. 4 specifies the system requirements when the
operator is busy with other tasks, and the agent must protect the UAV from a hazard.
The ESC specifying this scenario is interpreted as follows:
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Fig. 4 The ESC Agent_Control specifies the sequence of events when the agent adds a waypoint to a
UAV’s path to avoid a hazard

1. Same behavior as in the Op_Control scenario.
6. The cognitive model informs the system that the operator is not fixated on the
endangered UAV, causing the system to set tFixated_i to False.
7. As in the first scenario, the system is notified when the distance between the UAV
and a hazard is at or below a distance of minD. Because the operator is not fixated
on the UAV, the agent must act to protect the UAV by adding a new waypoint to
its path. The system then updates the display to show the UAV’s new path.
8. Same behavior as event sequence 5 in the Op_Control scenario.
3.2.2 Example of a Mode Diagram
The Mode Diagram in Fig. 5 describes a mode class called M_i; four modes, each
a possible value of M_i; and five mode transitions. This diagram, together with the
ESCs in Figs. 3 and 4 and the Scenario Constraint C (see Sect. 3.2.3 below), specifies
required system behavior in the hazard avoidance task. As shown in Fig. 5, in a Mode
Diagram, both transitions and modes have numeric labels. Each transition has exactly
one numeric label. This label identifies the event sequence containing the monitored
event which triggered the transition. For example, in Fig. 5, the transition labeled 1 from
mode OK to mode Haz_on_Path is triggered by the unconditioned monitored event
“mUAV_i = unsafe” in event sequence 1. This event sequence appears in the ESCs
in both Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 5, the transition labeled 7 from mode Haz_on_Path to
mode Agent_incontrol is triggered by the conditioned monitored event in event
sequence 7 in Fig. 4, namely, “mdist2haz ≤ minD WHEN tFixated_i=False.”
In a Mode Diagram, each mode has an associated set, perhaps empty, of numeric labels.
These numbers, separated by commas, indicate that one or more monitored events may
occur in the mode but none triggers a mode transition. For example, in Fig. 5, the “2,
6” label on the mode Haz_on_Path refers to the corresponding monitored events
in event sequences 2 and 6 in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Mode diagram showing the four modes and mode transitions of mode class Mi , and the numeric
labels of monitored events that trigger transitions or can occur in a mode

3.2.3 Scenario Constraint: examples
A Scenario Constraint can define constants, for example, the value of minD in the
hazard avoidance task. It can also restrict or add to the required system behavior
specified in the ESCs and the Mode Diagram. An example of a Scenario Constraint
that restricts the system behavior is
mOpFix_i = True ⇔ [tFixated_i= True] AND [INIT(mOpFix_i= False)],
where INIT(_ = _) is a predicate that constrains the initial value of a variable specified in one or more of the ESCs. This constraint states that term variable tFixated_i
always has the same value as monitored variable mOpFix_i and that the initial value
of mOpFix_i is False. An example of a Scenario Constraint which adds required
system behavior is
M_i = Op_incontrol AND mOpFix_i = True AND mOpFix_i = False
→ M_i = Agent_incontrol,
where an unprimed variable represents a variable’s current value and a primed variable
its new value when a monitored event occurs. This constraint states that if the operator stops paying attention when the UAV is close to a hazard, the system switches
responsibility for moving the UAV to the agent. This example shows how a constraint
may change the behavior specified in the ESCs and the Mode Diagram.
3.3 Formal model of a Moded Scenarios Description
This section formally defines the notions of entities, types, scenario state variables,
events, and conditions. These are used to define a set of ESCs, a Mode Diagram,
scenario states, and a Scenario Constraint. The ESCs, Mode Diagram, and Scenario
Constraint are used in turn to define a Moded Scenarios Description. In addition, a
set of numeric labels are defined that link the event sequences in the ESCs with the
modes and mode transitions in the Mode Diagram. Table 1 defines the notation used
in this section and Sect. 3.4.
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Table 1 Notation used in this section
Symbol

Usage

B
Ec
Et
F
H, K
S
V
Xm
Y
Z
Z+
a
c
d
h, k
m
mc

The Booleans
A set of controlled events
A set of term events
A map of variables to associated entities
A set of numeric labels
A set of states
A map from variables to values
A monitored event expression
An event sequence chart
The set of integers
The set of positive integers
A scenario state variable
A controlled event
A condition
A numeric label
A monitored event
A mode class;
a special variable whose set of possible values is a set of modes
A binary relational operator such as = or ≤
A scenario state variable
A state; equivalently, a map from state variables to values
A scenario state;
equivalently, a map from scenario state variables and mode class to values
A term event
A set of entities
A Mode Diagram
The set of scenario state variables
The set of state variables
A set of variable/value pairs
A union of type sets;
possible values of scenario state variables
The map of variables to their associated type
TS ∪ M; Possible values of state variables
A Scenario Constraint
A set of initial value constraints of the form INIT(r = v)
A set of modes
A set of mode transitions
A set of mode/numeric-label-set pairs;
in effect, A map from modes to sets of numeric labels
A set of values; equivalently, a type set, or a type
A set of Event Sequence Charts
A Moded Scenarios Description
The initial state predicate of a state machine
A system; a state machine
An update function
A mode
The initial mode
The transition relation of a state machine

op
r
s
ŝ
t
EN
MD
RFsc
RF
RV
TS
TY
VS
C
CI
M
MT
ML
T
Y
W
Θ
Σ
Υ
μ
μ0
ρ

Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, a subscript attached to a symbol associates the object it denotes with
an object denoted by the subscript symbol
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3.3.1 Event Sequence Charts (ESCs)
We assume the existence of the following sets.
– EN is a set of entities, consisting of a single system and a set of environmental
entities. EN partitions into the set EN M of monitored entities, the set ENC of
controlled entities, and singleton set EN S containing the system.
– TS is a union of types T , where each type is a nonempty set of values. The set of
positive integers Z + = {1, 2, . . .} and the set B = {True, False} of Boolean
truth values are examples of types.
– RFsc is a set of scenario state variables, partitioned into set RFM of monitored
variables, set RFT of terms, and set RFC of controlled variables. A function TYsc :
RFsc → 2TS maps each variable r ∈ RFsc to its set of type correct values TYsc (r ) ⊂
TS. Another function F EN : RF M ∪ RFC → EN maps each monitored or controlled
variable r to an associated entity x in EN. Thus if F EN (r ) is in EN M , then r is a
monitored variable; if F EN (r ) is in ENC , then r is a controlled variable.
Example: In Figs. 3 and 4, the set of entities is EN = {UAV_i, CogModel,
OpCmd, Dist2Haz_i, System/Agent, Display, UAVtraj_i}, of monitored entities is EN_M = {UAV_i, Dist2Haz_i, OpCmd, CogModel},
and of controlled entities is ENC = {Display, UAVtraj_i}. Set ENS =
{System/Agent} denotes the system. The set RFsc of scenario state variables is {mUAV_i, mOpFix_i, mdist2haz_i, mNewWP_i, tFixated_i,
dNewWP_i, dUAV_i, cNewWP_i}, the set RF M of monitored variables
equals {mUAV_i, mOpFix_i, mNewWP_i, mdist2haz_i}, the set RFT
of terms is {tFixated_i}, and the set RFC of controlled variables is
{dNewWP_i, cNewWP_i, dUAV_i}. Sample type sets are TYsc (dUAV_i) =
{safe, unsafe} and TYsc (mOpFix_i) = {True, False}.
Events and Conditions: Events (and simple conditions) are triples of the form (r, op, v)
where r is a scenario state variable in RFsc , op is a relational operator (=, >, ...), and
v is a value in TS. A monitored event m = (r, op, v) is an event in which r is in RF M ;
a term event t = (r, op, v) is an event in which r is in RFT , and a controlled event
c = (r, op, v) is an event in which r is in RFC . In controlled and term events, op
always has the value “=”.
Example: In event sequence 1 of Fig. 3, the triple m = (r, op, v), where r =
mUAV_i, op has value “=”, and v= unsafe, represents the monitored event
“mUAV_i is unsafe.” In the WHEN clause of event sequence 3 in Fig. 3, the
triple d = (r, op, v), where r =tFixated_i, op has value “=”, and v=True,
represents the simple condition “tFixated_i=True.”
A condition d is either True, a simple condition, or an expression containing two
or more simple conditions joined by the logical operators ∧ and ∨ in the standard way.
An unconditioned event is an event with no associated condition (besides True). A
conditioned event is an event associated with a condition other than True.
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Example: In Fig. 3, the monitored event “mUAV_i = unsafe” in event
sequence 1 is an unconditioned monitored event, while the monitored event
“mdist2haz_i ≤ minD WHEN tFixated_i = True” in event sequence 3
is a conditioned monitored event.
Event Sequence Charts and Chart Labels: Next, we define an Event Sequence Chart
(ESC) Y and an associated set K Y of numeric labels called chart labels.
– An ESC is a sequence Y of event sequences < y1 , y2 , . . . , yn >. Each event
sequence yi in Y is a triple (i, X im , E ic ), where i in Z + is the numeric label of
the sequence; X im is a monitored event expression; and E ic is a set of controlled
events. The monitored event expression X im is represented as a triple (m i , di , E it ),
where m i is a monitored event, di is a condition, and E it is a set of term events
triggered by m i when di holds. The sets E it and E ic may be empty. In two related
event sequence charts Y1 and Y2 , yi in Y1 and y j in Y2 , i = j, implies X im = X mj
and E ic = E cj . That is, if event sequences in related ESCs have the same numeric
label, their monitored event expressions and sets of controlled events are identical.
– Associated with each ESC Y is a set K Y of chart labels. The set K Y ⊂ Z + is
defined by K Y = { i | yi = (i, X im , E ic ) ∈ Y }.
Example: In Fig. 3, event sequence 1 is denoted as y1 = {1, X 1m , E 1c },
where X 1m = (m 1 , d1 , E 1t ), m 1 = (mUAV_i=unsafe), d1 = True,
E 1t = ∅, and E 1c = {(dUAV_i, =,unsafe)}. Similarly, in the event sequences
y2 = {2, X 2m , E 2c } and y3 = {3, X 3m , E 3c }, X 2m = (m 2 , d2 , E 2t ), where
m 2 = (mOpFix_i, =,True), d2 =True, E 2t = {(tFixated_i, =,True)},
and E 2c = ∅; and X 3m = (m 3 , d3 , E 3t ), where m 3 = (mdist2haz_i, ≤,
minD), d3 = {(tFixated_i, =,True)}, and E 3t = E 3c = ∅. For the ESC in
Fig. 4, the set of chart labels is {1, 6, 7, 8}.
3.3.2 Mode Diagram
A Mode Diagram specifies a simple state machine called a “mode machine”. It defines
a set of modes, an initial mode, and a set of mode transitions. Each transition has exactly
one numeric label. Each mode has an associated set, perhaps empty, of numeric labels,
each corresponding to a numeric label in an ESC of a monitored event that may occur
in that mode. A Mode Diagram MD and its associated set of numeric labels K M D are
formally defined next.
– A Mode Diagram is a 5-tuple MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ), where M is a set
of modes; mc is the mode class, a variable with type set M that names the current
mode; μ0 ∈ M is the initial mode; MT is a set of mode transitions, each transition
labeled with a unique numeric label; and M L is a mapping which associates each
mode with a set of numeric labels. The set MT of mode transitions is represented
as a set of triples (μi , k, μ j ), where μi and μ j , i = j, are modes in M, and k is the
numeric label of the transition. The mapping M L is represented as a set of ordered
pairs (μ j , H j ), where, for all modes μ j in M, H j is the set, possibly empty, of
numeric labels associated with mode μ j . The set MT contains information needed
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to define a mode transition function. The mapping M L contains information needed
to define controlled variables as functions of modes.
– Associated with a Mode Diagram MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ) is a set of numeric
labels called diagram labels K M D , where K M D ⊂ Z + is the union K M D = K T ∪
K M of set K T of transition labels and set K M of mode labels. Set K T is defined
by K T = {k | (μi , k, μ j ) ∈ MT }. Set K M is defined by K M = {h | (μ, H ) ∈
M L , h ∈ H }. The sets of transition labels and mode labels cannot overlap; i.e.,
K T ∩ K M = ∅.
Example: In Fig. 5, the set M of modes is {OK, Haz_on_Path, Op_
incontrol, Agent_incontrol}, the current mode in mode class mc is
M_i, and the initial mode μ0 is OK. The set MT of mode transitions contains five
triples, one for each transition. The transition from OK to Haz_on_Path is represented by the triple (OK, 1, Haz_on_Path), where 1 is the transition label. The
set of mode-label pairs defining the mapping M L is {(OK, ∅), (Haz_on_Path,
{2, 6}), (Op_incontrol, {4}), (Agent_incontrol, ∅)}. The set of transition labels is K T = {1, 3, 5, 7, 8}, of mode labels is K M = {2, 4, 6}, and of
diagram labels is K M D = {1, 2, . . . , 8}. As required, K T ∩ K M = ∅.
Scenario State: Suppose Y = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym } is a set of ESCs and MD is a Mode
Diagram MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ). A scenario state ŝ is a function ŝ : RFsc ∪
{mc} → TS ∪ M that maps each scenario state variable in RFsc to a value in its type
set T ⊂ TS and the single mode class mc to a mode in M. More precisely, if r is a
variable, for all r ∈ RFsc : ŝ(r ) ∈ TYsc (r ), and for r = mc : ŝ(r ) ∈ M. TYsc (r ) = T ,
where T ⊂ TS is the subset of TS whose members are type-correct values for r . Thus
a scenario state is uniquely determined by an assignment of type-correct values to
every variable r ∈ RFsc ∪ {mc}.

3.3.3 Scenario Constraint
A Scenario Constraint C is a conjunction of one-state and two-state properties,
defined, respectively, by predicates on single scenario states and on pairs of scenario
states (Heitmeyer et al. 1998). Because each scenario state is represented as a mapping
from a set of variables—the scenario state variables and the mode class—to values,
useful predicates are typically defined by formulas over the variables of one or two
scenario states.1 A Scenario Constraint C is acceptable if it is satisfiable. We currently
restrict conjuncts in C which use the INIT predicate to the form INIT(x = v), where
x is a scenario state variable. Because C must be satisfiable, for a given x, there can
be at most one value v for which INIT(x = v) is a conjunct of C.

1 An example of a predicate that may be impossible to capture in a formula is the reachability predicate

where there are infinitely many possible scenario states.
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3.3.4 Moded Scenarios Description
A Moded Scenarios Description W is a a triple W = (Y, MD, C), where Y is a
set of ESCs, MD is a Mode Diagram, and C is a Scenario Constraint. We define
the set K Y of ESC labels of Y as the union of the sets of chart labels associated
with the event sequence charts in Y, that is, K Y = ∪Y ∈Y K Y . If K M D is the set
of diagram labels associated with the Mode Diagram MD, then we require K Y =
K M D , that is, each numeric label associated with an event sequence in an ESC has a
corresponding numeric label associated with a mode or mode transition in MD, and
vice versa.
Example: In Figs. 3 and 4, the set of ESC labels is K Y = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ∪
{1, 6, 7, 8} = {1, 2, . . . , 8}. In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, K Y = K M D = {1, 2, . . . , 8} as
required.
3.4 Synthesizing a formal model from a Moded Scenarios Description
The objective is to transform a Moded Scenarios Description W, where W is the
triple (Y, MD, C), and Y is a set of ESCs, MD is a Mode Diagram, and C is a Scenario
Constraint, into a formal state machine model. The state machine model is represented
as a system Σ = (S, Θ, ρ), where S is a set of states, Θ is an initial state predicate,
and ρ is a transform function that maps the current state and a monitored event to a
new state. Our method has five steps:
1. Construct the sets of state variables and values: Using information in the ESCs
and the Mode Diagram, construct the new set RF of state variables and the new
set VS of values. Based on these sets, define a new function TY which maps each
state variable to its set of possible values. The sets RF and VS and the function
TY provide the basis for constructing the system state, conditions, events, and the
set S of states in system Σ using the definitions in Heitmeyer et al. (1996).
2. Construct the initial state predicate: Based on the definition of the initial mode
in the Mode Diagram and information about the initial state in the Scenario Constraint C, define Θ, the initial state predicate.
3. Construct the system transform: Based on information in the Mode Diagram MD
and the ESCs, construct the transform function ρ. The function ρ is computed
using a set of update functions which specify how the values of the dependent
variables—the mode class, the controlled variables, and the term variables—
change in response to a monitored event.
4. Simplify and extend the model: Based on the Scenario Constraint C, modify the
update functions.
5. Analyze and validate the model: Apply analysis techniques and tools to detect
defects in the specification of the model, such as syntax errors and nondeterminism. Once such defects have been removed, other tools can be applied,
such as simulators and verifiers to further improve the quality of the model.
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3.4.1 Construct the sets of state variables and values
From the ESCs Y and the Mode Diagram MD, we construct the following sets.
– VS = TS ∪ M is the set of values. VS is the union of the set TS of values defined
in the ESCs and the set M of modes defined in the Mode Diagram MD.
– RF = RFsc ∪{mc} is the set of state variables. Thus RF is the union of the set RFsc of
scenario state variables—the monitored, controlled, and term variables—defined in
the ESCs in Y and the singleton set containing the mode class mc. A new function
TY : RF → 2VS extends the function TYsc . This function TY maps each variable
in RF to its set of type correct values. If the state variable r is a mode class mc, then
TY maps r to the set of modes M.
Example: In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, TY(dUAV_i) = {safe, unsafe}, and TY(M_i)
= {OK, Haz_on_Path, Op_incontrol, Agent_incontrol}.
Using sets RF and VS and function TY, we define the system state, conditions, events,
and the system Σ based on definitions in Heitmeyer et al. (1996).
System State: A system state s is a function mapping each state variable r in RF to a
value in its type set. More precisely, for all r ∈ RF : s(r ) ∈ TY(r ), where TY(r ) = T
is the subset of VS whose members are type-correct values for r .
Conditions: A condition is a single-state predicate, i.e., a function with range type
Boolean. A simple condition is tr ue, f alse, or of the form τ1  τ2 , where  is
a relational operator, and τ1 and τ2 are any well-formed expressions composed of
constants, state variables, and single-state functions in the standard way.
Events: Denoted by “@T”, events are two-state predicates describing a change in
value of at least one variable. A monitored event, denoted @T(r = v), describes the
change in monitored variable r in RF M to value v in TY(r ). A basic event is denoted
@T(c), where c is a condition. A simple conditioned event has the form @T(c) WHEN
d, where @T(c) is a basic event and d is a simple condition or a conjunction of simple
conditions. It is defined by
@T(c) WHEN d = ¬c ∧ c ∧ d,
def

where the unprimed version of c denotes c in the old state, the primed version denotes
c in the new state, and the condition d is evaluated in the old state.
System: A system Σ is a triple Σ = (S, Θ, ρ), where S is a set of states, Θ ⊆ S is
the set of initial states, and ρ ⊂ S × S is a set of state transitions.
3.4.2 Construct the initial state predicate
Suppose Mode Diagram MD is defined by MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ) and
the Scenario Constraint C by C = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ · · · ∧ cm , where each ci is a one-
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Algorithm 1: Update Function for a Mode Class
INPUT: Moded Scenarios Description W = (Y, MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ), C)
OUTPUT: Mode Transition Function Υmc
PRECONDITION: (K Y = K M D = (K T ∪ K M )) ∧ (K T ∩ K M = ∅)
c
PRECONDITION: ∀Yi , Y j ∈ Y : ((yi = (i, X im , E ic ) ∈ Yi ) ∧ (y j = ( j, X m
j , E j ) ∈ Y j ) ∧ (i =
m
m
c
c
j)) ⇒ ((X i = X j ) ∧ (E i = E j ))
1 Υmc = {} ;
2 foreach (μi , k, μ j ) ∈ MT do
3
foreach Y ∈ Y do
if (k, X km = (m k , dk , E kt ), E kc ) ∈ Y then
4
Υmc = Υmc ∪ {(μi , m k , dk , μ j )};
5

state or two-state predicate. Suppose further that Σ = (S, Θ, ρ). Let C I =
{ci |ci is a conjunct in C, ci = INIT(r = v), r ∈ RF, v ∈ VS} be the set of initial value constraints in C, and let RV I = {(r, v)|INIT(r = v) ∈ C I }. If s ∈ S is a
system state, then Θ(s) is defined by
Θ(s) = True ⇔ ∀r ∈ RF : [r = mc ∧ s(r ) = μ0 ] ∨ [(r, s(r )) ∈ RV I ] ∨
[r = mc ∧ ∃ v : (r, v) ∈ RV I ]
Thus Θ constrains an initial state s to be a state in which the mode class mc has value
μ0 , and whenever there is a conjunct of the form INIT(r = v) in C, the value s(r ) of
r in state s is v. Any variable other than mc whose initial value is not constrained by
C may have any initial value.
3.4.3 Construct the transform function
The transform function ρ is defined as the composition of a set of update functions.
There is an update function Υr for each dependent (i.e., non-monitored) variable
r ∈ R F specifying how r ’s value changes from the current state s to the new state s  .
To make the definition of the function total, we require that, for all variables r , if r 
is not explicitly assigned a value in the new state, then r  = r , i.e., in the new state,
r ’s value is unchanged. The update function Υr can be represented in the following
form:
⎧
v1 if E 1
⎪
⎪
⎨
...
r =
(∗ )
vn if E n
⎪
⎪
⎩
r
otherwise
where each E i is an expression defined on the variables in states s and s  . We
can assume the vi are distinct because if vi = v j for i = j then we could
replace the two cases “vi if E i ” and “v j if E j ” by the single case “vi if E i ∨
E j ”.
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This section presents two algorithms, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, for generating the update functions for mode classes, terms, and controlled variables from the
information in a Moded Scenarios Description.
Update functions for mode classes: Algorithm 1 computes the update function Υmc for
mode class mc using information in the Moded Scenarios Description W, where W =
(Y, MD, C) and MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ). As preconditions, the algorithm
requires (1) the set K Y of chart labels for the set Y of ESCs equals the set K M D
of diagram labels for Mode Diagram MD; (2) set K MD partitions into K T , the set
of transition labels, and K M , the set of mode labels; and (3) if two ESCs in Y have
event sequences with the same chart label, the event sequences are identical.2 The
algorithm produces a set of 4-tuples (μi , m k , dk , μ j ), where μi and μ j are modes,
m k is a monitored event, and dk is a condition. The interpretation of the 4-tuple is that
if the event m k occurs when the system is in mode μi and condition dk is true, then
the new mode is μ j , i.e., mc = μ j . To begin, the algorithm initializes Υmc (line 1).
For each mode transition (line 2), the algorithm checks each event sequence in each
ESC (line 3) for a chart label that matches the transition label k (line 4). If it finds a
matching label, the algorithm adds to Υmc the transition from mode μi to mode μ j
conditioned on the event m k occurring when dk holds (line 5).
Because event sequences in related ESCs with the same numeric label are required to
have identical monitored, controlled, and term events, Algorithm 1 can be implemented
more efficiently: The for loop on lines 3–5 can exit once an event sequence with
diagram label k is found; not all event sequences with transition label k in all Y ∈ Y
must be found.
Example: Applying Algorithm 1 to the Mode Diagram for mode class M_i and
the ESCs in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 generates the following five 4-tuples in set ΥM_i :
ΥM_i = {(OK, (mUAV_i, =, unsafe), True, Haz_on_Path),
(Op_incontrol, (mUAV_i, =, safe), True, OK),
(Haz_on_Path, (mdist2haz_i, ≤, minD), (tFixated_i, =, True),
Op_incontrol),
(Haz_on_Path, (mdist2haz_i, ≤, minD), (tFixated_i, =, False),
Agent_incontrol),
(Agent_incontrol, (mUAV_i, =, safe), True, OK)}.
From the set ΥM_i of 4-tuples, the update function for M_i can be computed and
expressed in the form of (∗) as shown below, or equivalently in a special tabular
format called in SCR a mode transition table (Heitmeyer et al. 1996). Table 2 contains
a mode transition table, a two-state function specifying how the system mode M_i
changes as a function of the current mode and a new monitored event.
2 These preconditions ensure that W is a well-formed Moded Scenarios Description.
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Algorithm 2: Update Function for Terms and Controlled Variables
INPUT: Moded Scenarios Description W = (Y, MD = (M, mc, μ0 , MT , M L ), C), Controlled
Variables RFC , Term Variables RF T
OUTPUT: Set of Update Functions {Υa |a ∈ RFC ∪ RF T }
PRECONDITION: (K Y = K M D = (K T ∪ K M )) ∧ (K T ∩ K M = ∅)
c
PRECONDITION: ∀Yi , Y j ∈ Y : ((yi = (i, X im , E ic ) ∈ Yi ) ∧ (y j = ( j, X m
j , E j ) ∈ Y j ) ∧ (i =
m
m
c
c
j)) ⇒ ((X i = X j ) ∧ (E i = E j ))
1 foreach a ∈ RFC ∪ RF T do
2
Υa = {};
3 foreach (μi , k, μ j ) ∈ MT do
4
foreach Y ∈ Y do
if (k, X km = (m k , dk , E kt ), E kc ) ∈ Y then
5
foreach (r, op, v) ∈ E kc do
6
7
Υr = Υr ∪ {(m k , μi , dk , v)};
foreach (r, op, v) ∈ E kt do
8
9
Υr = Υr ∪ {(m k , μi , dk , v)};
10 foreach (μi , H ) ∈ M L do
11
foreach k ∈ H do
12
foreach Y ∈ Y do
if (k, X km = (m k , dk , E kt ), E kc ) ∈ Y then
13
foreach (r, op, v) ∈ E kc do
14
15
Υr = Υr ∪ {(m k , μi , dk , v)};
16
17

foreach (r, op, v) ∈ E kt do
Υr = Υr ∪ {(m k , μi , dk , v)};

⎧
Haz_on_Path
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Op_incontrol
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
M_i = Agent_incontrol
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
OK
⎪
⎪
⎩

if M_i = OK ∧ @T(mUAV_i = unsafe)
if M_i = Haz_on_Path ∧ @T(mdist2haz_i
≤ minD) ∧ tFixated_i = True
if M_i = Haz_on_Path ∧ @T(mdist2haz_i
≤ minD) ∧ tFixated_i = False
if M_i ∈ {Op_incontrol, Agent_incontrol}
∧@T(mUAV_i = safe)

Update functions for terms and controlled variables: Algorithm 2 generates update
functions for the term variables and controlled variables. Its inputs are the Moded
Scenarios Description W = (Y, MD, C), and the sets of controlled variables RFC
and term variables RF T . The preconditions are the same as those for Algorithm 1. For
each variable r in RFC ∪RF T , the algorithm produces a set of 4-tuples (m k , μk , dk , v),
each representing the assignment r = v when event m k occurs and (mc = μk ) ∧ dk
holds. To begin, the algorithm initializes the Υa (lines 1–2). For each mode transition
(μi , k, μ j ), it then checks each ESC Y ∈ Y and if the event sequence indexed by k
occurs in Y (line 5), then for each controlled event (r, op, v) ∈ E kc and each term event
(r, op, v) ∈ E kt , it adds to r ’s update function an assignment r = v conditioned on
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Table 2 Mode transition table defining the mode class M_i
Old Mode M i
OK
Haz on Path
Haz on Path
Op incontrol,
Agent incontrol

Event
@T(mUAV i = unsafe)
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = True
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = False
@T(mUAV i = safe)

New Mode M i
Haz on Path
Op incontrol
Agent incontrol
OK

Table 3 Event table for tFixated_i
Mode M i
Haz on Path
tFixated i =

Event
@T(mOpFix i = True)
True

Event
@T(mOpFix i = False)
False

Table 4 Event table for dUAV_i
Mode M i
OK
Op incontrol, Agent incontrol
dUAV i =

Event
@T(mUAV i= unsafe)
Never
unsafe

Event
Never
@T(mUAV i= safe)
safe

monitored event m k and condition (mc = μi ) ∧ dk (lines 7 and 9). For each mode/
label-set pair (μi , H ) ∈ M L , the algorithm checks that each k in H is in some
ESC Y ∈ Y. If so, for each controlled event (r, op, v) ∈ E kc and each term event
(r, op, v) ∈ E kt , it adds to r ’s update function an assignment r = v conditioned on
monitored event m k and condition (mc = μi )∧dk (lines 15 and 17). Like Algorithm 1,
the for loops on lines 4–9 and 12–17 can be exited once an event sequence labeled
k is found.
Example: Applying Algorithm 2 to the ESCs and Mode Diagram in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5 generates four sets of 4-tuples, one for the term tFixated_i and one
each for the controlled variables dUAV_i, dNewWP_i, and cNewWP_i:
– ΥtFixated_i = {((mOpFix_i, =, true), Haz_on_Path, True, True),
((mOpFix_i, =, false), Haz_on_Path, True, False)}
– ΥdUAV_i = {((mUAV_i, =, unsafe), OK, True, unsafe), ((mUAV_i, =,
safe), Op_incontrol, True, safe), ((mUAV_i, =, safe),
Agent_incontrol, True, safe)}
– ΥdNewWp_i = {((mNewWp_i, =, x), Op_incontrol, True, x),
((mdist2haz_i, ≤, minD), Haz_on_Path, (tFixated_i, =,
False), x)}
– ΥcNewWp_i = {((mNewWp_i, =, x), Op_incontrol, True, x),
((mdist2haz_i, ≤, minD), Haz_on_Path, (tFixated_i, =,
False), x)}
The update functions generated by Algorithm 2 for the four dependent variables
are presented below. Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent these functions in an alternative
tabular format called an SCR event table (Heitmeyer et al. 1996).
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Table 5 Event table for dNewWp_i
Mode M i
Op inControl
Haz on Path
dNewWp i =

Event
@T(mNewWp i = x)
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = False
x

Table 6 Event table for cNewWp_i
Mode M i
Op inControl
Haz on Path
cNewWp i =

Event
@T(mNewWp i = x)
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = False
x

tFixated_i
⎧
⎨ True
= False
⎩
tFixated_i
dUAV_i
⎧
unsafe
⎪
⎪
⎨ safe
=
⎪
⎪
⎩
dUAV_i

if @T(mOpFix_i = True) ∧ M_i = Haz_on_Path
if @T(mOpFix_i = False) ∧ M_i = Haz_on_Path
otherwise

if @T(mUAV_i = unsafe) ∧ M_i = OK
if @T(mUAV_i = safe)
∧ M_i ∈ {Op_incontrol, Agent_incontrol}
otherwise

dNewWp_i
⎧
x
⎪
⎪
⎨
=
⎪
⎪
⎩
dNewWp_i
cNewWp_i
⎧
x
⎪
⎪
⎨
=
⎪
⎪
⎩
cNewWp_i

if (@T(mNewWp_i = x) ∧ M_i = Op_incontrol)∨
(@T(mdist2haz_i ≤ minD) ∧ M_i = Haz_on_Path
∧ tFixated_i = False)
otherwise
if (@T(mNewWp_i = x) ∧ M_i = Op_incontrol)∨
(@T(mdist2haz_i ≤ minD) ∧ M_i = Haz_on_Path
∧ tFixated_i = False)
otherwise

To describe the semantics of SCR tables, we consider Table 4, a compact representation of the update function ΥdUAV_i for the controlled variable dUAV_i. The table’s
last row gives the possible value assignments for dUAV_i, with one column for each
possible value. In the table’s other rows, the leftmost column contains a value for the
mode variable M_i and the remaining columns contain events. The table defines a set
of updates to variable dUAV_i as follows. For each row j and column k if M_i has the
value in row j and the event in cell ( j, k) occurs, then variable dUAV_i is assigned
the value in column k of the table’s last row. The entry Never in a cell ( j, k) indicates
that no event can occur when M_i has the value in row j which would assign dUAV_i
the value in column k of the last row of the table.
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Table 7 Mode transition table for M_i updated by the Scenario Constraint (see last row)
Old Mode M i
OK
Haz on Path
Haz on Path
Op incontrol,
Agent incontrol
Op incontrol

Event
@T(mUAV i = unsafe)
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = True
@T(mdist2haz i ≤ minD) WHEN tFixated i = False
@T(mUAV i = safe)

New Mode M i
Haz on Path
Op incontrol
Agent incontrol
OK

@T(mOpFix i = False)

Agent incontrol

Table 8 Condition table for tFixated_i

tFixated i =

Condition
mOpFix i = True
True

Condition
mOpFix i = False
False

3.4.4 Simplify and extend the model
As stated in Sect. 3.2.3, a Scenario Constraint C either restricts or adds to the required
system behavior. Conjuncts in C of the form INIT(r = v) restrict the system behavior.
For example, if INIT(mOpFix_i = False) appears in a conjunct in C, then the
initial state predicate Θ contains (mOpFix_i = False). Thus initially the operator
in the hazard avoidance task is not fixated on UAV_i.
Consider next the example of a Scenario Constraint from Sect. 3.2.3:
M_i = Op_incontrolANDmOpFix_i = TrueANDmOpFix_i = False
→ M_i = Agent_incontrol,
This constraint adds new required system behavior to the hazard avoidance task specified in Figs. 3, 4, and 5: If a UAV is in danger and the operator becomes distracted, the
system passes control to the agent. Clearly, a Scenario Constraint is a more efficient
way to add this new behavior than changing the ESCs. While adding a transition to the
Mode Diagram (from Op_incontrol to Agent_incontrol) is easy, modifying
the ESCs to capture new behavior is problematic because ESCs, like MSCs, are naturally sequential. Moreover, adding a new ESC would repeat most system behavior in
Figs. 3 and 4 but add a new event sequence between 3 and 8, call it 9, whereby the agent,
notified by the system (still in 9) that the operator is distracted, moves the waypoint
and updates the display. In contrast, extending a table to reflect new behavior is trivial.
We simply add a new row to Table 2 specifying a transition from Op_incontrol to
Agent_incontrol when monitored event mOpFix_i  = False occurs. The last
row of Table 7 illustrates this change.
Sometimes, the system behavior specified in a Moded Scenarios Description can
be simplified. Consider the term tFixated_i, a temporary variable that records the
current value of monitored variable mOpFix_i. The value of tFixated_i may
be specified by a simple state invariant: [mOpFix_i = True ⇔ tFixated_i =
True]. Thus, rather than the two-state function for tFixated_i defined by Table 3
(an event table), a more abstract one-state function may be defined using an SCR
condition table. Table 8 is an SCR condition table, which specifies a (modeless) onestate function defining tFixated_i.
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3.4.5 Analyzing the state machine model
As other researchers have noted (see, e.g., Damas et al. 2009; Whittle and Schumann 2000), models synthesized from scenarios will have defects, e.g., missing initial
states, syntax errors, and missing cases. To detect such defects, a tool such as the SCR
Consistency Checker (CC) (Heitmeyer et al. 1996, 2005) can be applied. The CC
automatically finds these and many other “well-formedness” errors, including undefined, unused, and duplicate variables, circular dependencies, unreachable modes, and
unwanted nondeterminism. When it detects a problem, the CC displays the table with
the defect and highlights the entry containing the defect. For missing cases and nondeterminism, the CC also presents a counter-example to help the developer diagnose
and fix the problem.
To remove defects in the state machine model, a software developer using a
Moded Scenarios Description has two choices. First, the developer may fix the state
machine model indirectly by making changes to the Moded Scenarios Description
from which the state machine model was synthesized, i.e., by modifying the Event
Sequence Charts, the Mode Diagram, and/or the Scenario Constraint. For example,
the developer may add ESCs, modes, and/or mode transitions to remedy missing
cases, or alternatively may remove an ESC to eliminate nondeterminism. Second,
the developer may make changes to the tabular specification of the state machine
model directly. As noted in Sect. 3.1, in our experience, developers who have difficulty creating a tabular specification directly are often able to understand, modify, and extend a tabular specification that is presented to them. Thus, the second
alternative is not unrealistic. Further, a practitioner may prefer the second alternative because the effects of changes are more direct and may be easier to predict.
Once the synthesized model is free of well-formedness errors, other tools can be
applied—a simulator to ensure that the model captures the intended behavior and
verification tools to prove that the model satisfies critical application properties, such
as safety and security properties. Eventually, the model may be used as a basis for
synthesizing source code, at least for parts of the model, such as the system’s control
logic and simple functions.

3.5 Model synthesis tool
A prototype tool, implemented in Java, has been developed which implements the
first three steps of the synthesis method introduced in Sect. 3.4, thus creating a formal system model. As input, the tool currently accepts a textual representation of a
Moded Scenarios Description—i.e., a Mode Diagram, a set of ESCs, and a Scenario
Constraint—and constructs (1) a set of type definitions, a mode class and its component modes, and sets of monitored variables, terms, and controlled variables; (2)
an initial state predicate; and (3) the system transform function ρ expressed as a set
of update functions, one for each mode class, term, and controlled variable. The tool
then converts this information into an equivalent SCR specification, expressed in the
XML representation used internally by the SCR toolset. This formal model can then be
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viewed, edited, and analyzed using the SCR toolset, thus providing automated support
for steps four and five of our method.
The translation into the formal model is largely straightforward—each set and
function that the tool constructs corresponds to a set or function in the SCR model.
One limitation is that the event sequence charts generally lack information needed to
construct a complete SCR model, and thus the model may not satisfy all typing and
consistency requirements. However, the SCR toolset can be used to identify portions of
the specification that the user needs to provide. One major source of incompleteness
in the generation of the SCR specification is in the variable types; there are cases
where it is not possible to infer the type of a variable. For example, consider the event
labeled 4 in the Event Sequence Chart shown in Fig. 3. In the formal model synthesized
from this chart and from the chart and diagram shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the variables
mNewWP_i, cNewWP_i, and dNewWP_i are all assigned the type UNKTYPE (i.e.,
unknown type) in the generated SCR specification; the user will need to replace these
definitions with an actual type in order for the SCR specification to type check in
the SCR toolset. Other checks performed by the SCR toolset notify the user about
variables for which an initial value has not been defined and about non-determinism
in function definitions.
3.6 Method and tool validation
Currently, the U.S. Navy and other DoD agencies are exploring systems which use
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) to assist military personnel in reconnaissance and
surveillance, target identification and designation, counter-mine warfare, and chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or high-yield explosive missions (DSB 2012).
Because the UGVs require human oversight and control, these systems are examples
of human-centric decision systems. To evaluate the utility of Moded Scenario Descriptions and our model synthesis tool, we conducted a case study of two of these systems.
In contrast to RESCHU, these systems use UGVs (rather than UAVs) to perform tasks
under operator control, and perform different tasks—cargo loading and explosive ordnance disposal. For each system, a Mode Diagram and ESCs were formulated to specify
the required system behavior. To validate our method and tool, we manually translated
the ESCs and Mode Diagram for each system into a Moded Scenario Description textual representation and used our prototype synthesis tool to automatically generate a
formal model. Domain experts found the ESCs and Mode Diagrams easy to understand
and quickly provided feedback on missing and incorrectly specified requirements.
Moreover, other than some minor limitations of the tool’s parser (e.g., it doesn’t accept
the label “2–5” on a mode), the translation into a formal model was straightforward.
3.7 Related work
During the last 15 years, there has been a large volume of research published on
scenarios and synthesis of formal models from scenarios. This research falls into three
categories: (1) Techniques for increasing the expressiveness of scenarios, for making
them more formal, and for combining them, both at the same abstraction level and
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at different abstraction levels; (2) methods for scenario-based synthesis of formal
models; and (3) techniques for tool-based analysis of the synthesized models.
Regarding expressiveness, in ESCs, one or more variables are associated with each
entity. In contrast, variables are not explicit in MSCs. To address this lack of expressiveness, researchers have combined MSCs with other formalisms that include state
variables (see, e.g., Whittle and Schumann 2000; Damas et al. 2005; Uchitel et al.
2009). Fluents, propositions expressed by an initial value and sets of initiating and
terminating events, are one such formalism (Giannakopoulou and Magee 2003). A fluent may be viewed as a state variable with an initial value and an update function.
Fluents can be used to guard the occurrence of an event (Damas et al. 2009), and
properties expressed in Fluent Temporal Logic (FTL) can be used to describe preconditions on messages (Uchitel et al. 2009). These uses of fluents are similar to
our use of conditioned events. In Damas et al. (2009), fluents are used inside Highlevel Message Sequence Charts (HMSCs) to indicate which MSCs are enabled and
thus determine high level behavior. Used this way, fluents are similar to modes. To
constrain UML sequence diagrams (similar to MSCs), Whittle and Schumann use
state variables to specify pre- and postconditions on events in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) (Whittle and Schumann 2000). The OCL preconditions play a role
similar to our conditions; the OCL postconditions are similar to the effects of our
events. Other work on extending MSCs for expressiveness includes specification of
negative scenarios (Damas et al. 2005) and the use of properties to specify allowed
but not necessarily required system behavior (Uchitel et al. 2009).
Regarding the combination of scenarios, some researchers express relationships
between MSCs by attaching state labels to a component at appropriate points (see,
e.g., Uchitel et al. 2003). Using the same label in multiple scenarios indicates that the
component is in the same state in these scenarios and that at this execution point the
component’s subsequent behavior can be that of any MSC at the point immediately
following the label. In contrast, we relate ESCs using the chart labels on the event
sequences in the ESCs and the diagram labels in the Mode Diagram. Rather than
representing a single identical state (as state labels do in MSCs), modes represent an
equivalence class of states, and thus, do not indicate points where execution can switch
from one ESC to another.
Regarding scenario-based synthesis of formal models, many researchers have synthesized state machine models from MSCs (e.g., Uchitel et al. 2003; Damas et al. 2005,
2009; Uchitel et al. 2009). Uchitel et al. have synthesized Labeled Transition Systems
(LTSs) from MSCs using HSMCs and state labels to describe the relationships between
the MSCs (Uchitel et al. 2003). Damas et al. have synthesized LTSs from positive and
negative scenarios specified as MSCs (Damas et al. 2005). In Damas et al. (2009), an
LTS is synthesized from HMSCs with the addition of fluents used as guards on the
execution of MSCs in the HMSC’s hierarchy. Unfortunately, the state space generated
from an LTS specification may be very large. In an industrial case study, for example,
658 LTS states were generated (Uchitel et al. 2003), making the model incomprehensible to the human user. In contrast, our models are expressed as a set of update functions
in a tabular format, which leads to a state machine model more easily understood at
the local level. Further, modes are a system-level abstraction which leads to fewer
states and thus makes the model easy to understand at the global level. In Whittle and
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Table 9 Notation for the cognitive model
Symbol

Usage

AT
DMOO
FO
IT
NT
PIH
WTAA
WTQ
WQF

Available time
Dynamic model of operator overload
Fan-out
Interaction time
Neglect time
Path-intersects hazard
Wait time for attention allocation
Wait time in the decision-making queue
Wait queue fixations

Schumann (2000), statechart models, rather than LTSs, are synthesized from UML
sequence diagrams and OCL constraints, producing a more human-readable model.
Regarding formal model analysis, researchers have proposed many techniques for
analyzing the synthesized models. For example, the fluent guards in the synthesized
guarded LTS model can be checked for completeness, disjointness, and reachability,
and FLT properties can be analyzed by model checking the LTS model (Damas et al.
2009). State invariants that hold for a synthesized LTS model can be generated from the
model in combination with either fluents (Damas et al. 2005) or FTL properties (Damas
et al. 2009). Alur and Yannakakis (Alur and Yannakakis 1999) describe how individual
MSCs, MSC-graphs consisting of multiple MSCs, and HMSCs can be linearized into
an automaton and verified using model checking. As stated in Sect. 3.1, the SCR toolset
supports all of these techniques, i.e., consistency checking, invariant generation, model
checking, and theorem proving, in a single toolset.
4 Cognitive model
In the cognitive sciences, cognitive workload is a notoriously difficult concept to
study (Gray and Boehm-Davis 2000). To date, there have been no complete theories
of detecting high workload or general methods for predicting when an operator is
overloaded. Our approach is to focus our human workload research on a specific
problem type—single-human-multiple-robots (SHMR).3 Recently, we completed a
study (Breslow et al. 2014) whose goal was to develop a theoretical model that predicts
when a human operator, working in a SHMR environment, becomes overloaded. Such
a model can help identify situations in which an adaptive agent could assist the operator
by taking over one or more operator tasks. Table 9 defines the notation used in this
section.
Crandall et al. proposed that the maximum number of robots that a single human
operator could control, called fan-out (FO), could be computed as FO = NT/IT + 1,
where NT (Neglect Time) is the amount of time an operator can ignore a robot before
the robot’s performance drops below some predetermined level, and IT (Interaction
Time) is the amount of time that the operator requires to restore the robot’s performance
3 We treat multiple robots as a generalization of multiple UAVs.
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to the predetermined level (Crandall et al. 2005). This equation defines fan-out as the
maximum number of vehicles an operator can interact with (taking time IT for each)
while another vehicle is running autonomously (for time NT). The “+1” in the equation
accounts for the neglected autonomous vehicle.
While Crandall et al.’s fan-out model focused on task variables, Cummings and
Mitchell extended the model to include variables that concerned human information
processing (Cummings and Mitchell 2008), specifically those relating to the overhead
of delays, or wait times, in addition to the duration of direct interaction (IT) with
a vehicle requiring attention. These wait times, WTAA (Wait Time for Attention
Allocation) and WTQ (Wait Time in the decision-making Queue), are combined with
IT in the denominator of the ratio: FO = (NT/(IT + WTAA + WTQ)) + 1.
One limitation of fan-out models is that they do not predict performance during
the course of a SHMR session. Even when the number of robots supervised is within
the constraints specified by a fan-out model, there will be times when the operator
is overloaded and as a result subject to error. This becomes clear when we consider
that the components of the fan-out model (IT, NT, WTAA, WTQ) fluctuate from their
typical values during the course of a session and at times will conspire to increase
the likelihood of error, whether through the increase in the interaction time needed to
maintain a vehicle (IT) or the increase in the wait times, WTAA and WTQ, as a result
of several vehicles requiring attention at the same time.
To address this limitation, we have developed a DMOO (dynamic model of operator
overload) (Ratwani and Trafton 2011; Gartenberg et al. 2013; Breslow et al. 2014) to
predict operator overload during the course of a SHMR session. In applying this model
in the case of an operator of multiple UAVs (as in RESCHU), we consider preventing
operator overload to be equivalent to preventing UAV damage from a hazard area,
because we assume that operator overload is the reason that a UAV takes damage due
to a PIH (Path-Intersects Hazard) event. Our model, DMOO, uses three variables—
WTAA and two new variables, WQF (Wait Queue Fixations) and AT (Available Time).
All of these can be operationalized in a real-time environment:
WTAA: The amount of time to recognize that the focal UAV (i.e., the UAV involved
in a PIH event) requires attention. Operationalized as the duration from the
start of a PIH event until the relevant hazard was first looked at.
WQF: The number of eye fixations on non-focal objects.
AT: The interval from when a vehicle enters on a collision course with a hazard
(i.e., the start of the PIH event) until it would make contact with the hazard if
successful evasive action were not taken. This interval is the time available
to the operator to recognize and remedy the threat.
Our model of fan-out in Breslow et al. (2014) is expressed in terms of these concepts
as FO = AT/(IT + WTAA + WTQ). Because our DMOO is used in predicting the
prevention of damage on a per-event basis, activities during IT—the time spent on
actions resulting in the successful avoidance of damage during a PIH event—clearly
are not independent of what we are trying to predict. Thus IT is not included in our
DMOO logistic regression equation in Breslow et al. (2014):
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Predicted Logit of Damage = 2.17 + (.00007 ∗ WTAA) + (.11 ∗ WQF)
− (.00027 ∗ AT)
This equation uses WQF rather than WTQ because our experiments measured wait
times by observing eye fixations rather than manual actions.
Using an eye-tracker to measure where an operator is looking (called a fixation) and
how long an operator looks at something (called the fixation duration), the experiments
recorded operator fixations on a computer screen (Rayner and Morris 1990; Rayner
1998). Different eye movement measures have been shown to be indicators of cognitive
processing (Rayner and Morris 1990; Rayner 1998; Just and Carpenter 1976). In the
current work, we used eye fixations as a measure of operator attention allocation. For
a full justification for this assumption, see Breslow et al. (2014).
As described in Breslow et al. (2014), our DMOO was developed using logistic regression analysis and the results of a RESCHU experiment with 35 participants that recorded the damage outcome and the values of WTAA, WQF, and AT
for each PIH event. The model provided a strong fit to the data from which it was
generated. One measure of fit, d (Fawcett 2006; Swets 1996), was 2.7; a value of
over 2 is typically acceptable for automation work. The model was later evaluated
in a replication of the baseline experiment (d = 2.4). The model’s generalizability
was assessed by factorial comparisons (Swets 1996) of the initial RESCHU platform to platform variations, including where engagement was time-constrained and
thus harder (d = 2.2), where engagement was automated and thus easier d = 2.6),
where UAVs moved faster (d = 1.7) or slower (d = 2.3) than in the baseline, and
where the operator supervised heterogeneous vehicles—HALEs (High Altitude Long
Endurance UAVs), UUVs (Unmanned Underwater Vehicles), and UAVs—(d = 2.4),
rather than only UAVs. In all cases, except the high-altitude UAVs, generalization was
excellent.
Additionally, the DMOO has been incorporated into the RESCHU platform as
the basis for alerting the operator to PIHs as soon as a high likelihood of damage
was predicted. Here the model assesses the likelihood of damage repeatedly during
the course of each PIH event, rather than after the fact, and as soon as it predicts
damage is probable, it alerts the user to the threat. The model-based alert system
has been tested in several experiments and found to reduce instances of damage by
as much as half (Breslow et al. 2014; Gartenberg et al. 2013). The model-based
alerts typically occur after an elapse of approximately 20 % of the time between
identifying a UAV’s proximity to a hazard and occurrence of damage (i.e., 20 %
of AT), thus providing a timely warning. Thus, the DMOO has practical utility in
helping operators cope with overload in SHMR supervisory control tasks. It also has
theoretical value in highlighting the roles of attention and planning in multitasking
contexts.
5 Adaptive agents
In a human-centric decision system, an adaptive agent can assist the operator when he
or she is overloaded. Our goal is to evaluate a large variety of agent designs for a given
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Table 10 Method for synthesizing and applying user models
1. Gather traces of human behavior in an initial participant study
2. Synthesize user models from traces
Extract feature vectors from traces
Construct an expert operator
Reduce capabilities of expert operator to match user feature vectors
3. Evaluate whether the models accurately emulate humans
Train a user classifier on the actual human traces
Extract traces from the user models
See if classifier is fooled into thinking the models’ traces came from the corresponding humans
If the model fails to fool the classifier, go back to Step 2
4. Iterate agent design using the user models:
Build/modify an agent
Use the user models to test the agent
Stop iteration if agent performance meets prespecified performance metric
(E.g., if agent helps users achieve fewer missed targets per session)
5. Test agent performance with human participants

system (e.g., RESCHU) to determine which designs best assist the user. Traditionally,
developers evaluate an agent’s performance by conducting human participant studies,
iterating the process many times as the agent is refined. However, evaluating all agent
designs using human participants is problematic given that even small participant
studies require substantial time and resources, including any required for institutional
approval, resulting in very slow iterations. To address this problem, our approach uses
synthesized user models instead of humans for some iterations. User models are given
the same observations a human would be given and must produce specific actions.
Simulated user studies with these models are inexpensive, can be performed quickly,
and require no approval process. Hence, they are an efficient way to identify problems
with an agent design.
Like others, we frame synthesis of user models as an imitation learning task
(Sammut et al. 1992), where the goal is for the models to learn to operate by imitating the behavior of humans. Our work differs from most earlier work in imitation
learning because, in our case, building an observation-action model without a substantial amount of state abstraction is infeasible. One exception was described by the
developers of RESCHU (Boussemart and Cummings 2008), who also used learning
to obtain abstract user models for RESCHU. However, unlike ours, their models are
descriptive and cannot be used to generate actual operations in RESCHU. Furthermore,
their models do not describe individual users, but an aggregate of users.

5.1 Case study
Table 10 summarizes our five-step method for learning user models and applying them
to evaluate agent designs. This section describes the first four steps of this method and
their initial application involving RESCHU. The method’s final step, human evaluation
of an agent, was not performed in this study.
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Table 11 The highest weighted features and their discrimination scores, where high level actions are shown
in this font
Feature

Weight

Average distance to hazard before action
Tally: change goal
Bigram tally: engage target→change goal
Bigram tally: change goal→engage target
Tally: engage target
Bigram tally: change goal→add WP
Bigram tally: change goal→change goal
Tally: delete WP
Average distance between UAVs

.71
.49
.29
.23
.18
.13
.12
.12
.12

Step 1. Gathering Initial Traces: The method begins with a set of traces of human
behavior (i.e., sequences of observed human actions and environmental updates to the
display). In our case study, these traces were obtained from data collected in previous
studies with RESCHU involving human participants.
We collected ten traces from each of eight human users. Each trace recorded, twice
a second for a 5-min period, the user’s actions and observations available to the user
while operating RESCHU. The available observations include the locations of UAVs,
hazards, and targets. They also include waypoint and target-assignment information,
the location of the sequence of waypoints for each UAV, and the target (if any) assigned
to each UAV. The user actions in a trace are captured at a high level of abstraction
(e.g., “delete waypoint” instead of “delete the waypoint at location x for UAV_i”).
In RESCHU, the user can perform six high level actions. Five are available at any
time: change the assignments of UAVs to targets (change goal), insert a waypoint
(insert WP), delete a waypoint (delete WP), move a waypoint (move WP), and
do nothing (NOP). The sixth action, engage a target (engage target), is available
only when a UAV has arrived at its assigned target. Though we retained no identifying
information about users, each is referred to by an index from 1 to 8.
Step 2. Synthesizing User Models: In this step, we synthesize a model for each human
user in the data set. Because the user may have a large number of possible observations
in RESCHU (∼ 10124 ), directly building an observation-action model such as those in
Sammut et al. (1992) and Šuc et al. (2004) would require significant state abstraction.
Instead, we produced our user models by first extracting a vector of features from
each user trace, and then using them with a manually specified expert operator (an
implementation that behaves like a near-optimal user). In our case study, we identified
a set of 36 features, and based on these features extracted a feature vector from each
of the 80 traces. We then assigned weights to features using a variant of the RELIEF
feature weighting algorithm (Kira and Rendell 1992), which allowed us to judge
which features best distinguish our eight users (i.e., features with a high variability
among users, but low variability within vectors generated by a single user). We chose
RELIEF over other feature weighting algorithms due to its popularity and ease of
implementation. Table 11 shows the top weighted features.
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Features considered included tallies over the six high level actions, tallies over the
25 “bigrams” for the five non-NOP actions (where A→ B is the number of times B was
the first non-NOP action after A), the average proximity to a hazard a UAV reached
before a user rerouted it, the average distance between the UAVs, the average time a
UAV was idle (i.e., between when it arrived at its target and when the user engaged
that target), the average number of (non-NOP) actions the user took divided by the
user’s performance score (as a measure of action efficiency), and the average amount
of time a user waited between when a UAV’s path crossed a hazard area and taking
action to reroute the UAV. Note that the engage target tally is the same as the
performance measure (the number of targets engaged).
We used the results of RELIEF to build models of individual users. To begin, we
built a simple rule-based expert operator who followed three rules:
1. if there is a UAV waiting at a target, engage that target.
2. else if the UAV target assignments are “suboptimal” (using a greedy nearest target
to UAV calculation), reassign the targets greedily (using change goals).
3. else if a UAV’s flight path crosses a hazard area, reroute the UAV around the hazard
(using add WP).
This simple expert operator performs well, acquiring an average of 27.3 targets per
5-min session, compared to an average of 21.7 targets acquired per session for human
users. Since reaction time is a limiting factor in human-user performance for RESCHU,
our expert operator outperformed our best human operator; the highest scoring human
user averaged 24.5 targets per session.
This expert operator served as a basis for constructing individual user models.
Based on the results shown in Table 11, we constrained our expert operator to mimic
the two highest weighted features: the user’s average distance to hazard before an
evasive action and the user’s average total number of change goal actions. We
also constrained the expert operator to mimic the user’s average UAV idle time, a
feature that, while not one of the highest weighted features, was easy to implement:
The expert operator can simply delay engaging a target to better match the user’s
average UAV idle time.
Step 3. Evaluating the User Models: In this step, we compared the behavior of the
synthesized user models to that of the actual humans. Because there is substantial
interdependence among the features in a user’s feature vector, we hypothesize that it
would be difficult to generate a trace that produces a similar feature vector but operates
with a markedly different style. We implemented the sub-steps of Step 3 and trained
a classifier to distinguish human users by their feature vectors, extracted traces from
the user models, then tested whether the classifier could distinguish human users from
their models.
For each of our eight human users, we had ten vectors of 36 real-valued features.
Thus, training a classifier was a straightforward application of multiclass supervised
learning, with the classes being the eight individual users. We trained a suite of 35
classifiers from the PyMVPA toolkit (Hanke et al. 2009) using leave-one-out crossvalidation (i.e., train the classifiers on nine of a user’s vectors and use the tenth for
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validation, repeating this process ten times so that each vector is used for validation
once). Included in the classifier suite were various parameterizations of Bayes Logistic
Regression, Naive Bayes, Gaussian Process Classifier, k-Nearest Neighbors, LeastAngle Regression, Sparse Multinomial Logistic Regression, Elastic Networks, and
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with various kernels. The most accurate of these
classifiers for our data was an SVM with a polynomial kernel (Poly-SVM), which
yields an average of 62.5 % accuracy on the test set (compared to 12.5 % accuracy for
a random classifier).
Applying the synthesized user models, we generated ten new traces for each of our
eight users with the aim of mimicking each user. Poly-SVM’s classification accuracy
was 27.5 % on these traces. That is, given a trace generated by the model for user
u, the classifier correctly identified the trace as coming from user u 27.5 % of the
time. (In comparison, a random classifier yields an accuracy of only 12.5 %.) For
this classifier, we consider a practical upper limit to be 62.5 % because this is the
classifier’s accuracy on actual human traces. While our classifier’s identification of the
user models is significantly better than random, our models do not emulate their human
counterparts with sufficient accuracy. In practice, we want both the classifier and the
model accuracy to be higher. The current results may be improved by returning to Step
2 and using the classifier’s predictions to guide our selections of new combinations of
features for use in synthesizing user models.
Step 4. Testing an Agent Design: Once the user models meet a pre-specified level of
classification accuracy, they may be applied to evaluate agent designs. In our case
study, we implemented an agent that constantly “suggested” an action (i.e., the action
the expert operator would perform) at every step of the session. The user (or the user
model) then had the choice of executing a high level action, or invoking the agent,
which would then execute its suggested action. We had no model for how users would
use an agent (as there were no agents available to them when we collected their traces),
so we parameterized the user models’ interaction with the agent using a parameter p
that denotes the percent probability that a user model will invoke the agent at any
particular time.
We learned eight user models and tested their performance in RESCHU with the
agent, varying p from 0 to 100 %. The performance metric used was the number
of targets acquired. Figure 6 shows the results of our experiment. When p = 0 %,
each model performs as if there is no agent. When p = 100 %, the models behave
identically to the expert operator, i.e., as if the behavior is totally automated. While
performance increases with p for all user models, the models with the lowest nonassisted performance benefit the most from the agent. For this application, it would
be feasible to set p = 100 %, because the number of suggestions given by the agent
averages one every 3.3 s (and the agent rarely provides more than one suggestion per
second). However, in a human-centric decision system, user participation is essential,
and too much automation (setting p to 100 %) inadvisable because it will lead to user
disengagement.
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Fig. 6 User models’ performance using agent. The thin lines denote individual user models’ performances,
while the thick line denotes average performance

5.2 Adjusting agent interaction for different user types
Although the results presented above and described in Pickett et al. (2013) show that
assistance from an agent can improve a user’s (or user model’s) performance, an overly
active agent may interfere with a user’s goals, causing a decrease in performance.
Thus, the question of when an agent should provide assistance to a user must also
be addressed. This section describes new results in which a modified agent “stalls”
individual UAVs when the UAV comes within a certain threshold distance t to a hazard.
We found that the optimal choice of this threshold varies for different user models, with
higher-performing user models generally requiring a shorter distance (and therefore
less assistance) than lower-performing users.
These results could be used to design an agent that assists two classes of operator,
low-performing (Class 1) and high-performing (Class 2). Figure 7 shows a Mode
Diagram and an ESC for such a system, where min1 is the threshold for stalling a
UAV for Class 1 operators and min2 the threshold for Class 2 operators. This agent
design also has a threshold tooclose, the point at which an operator cannot act
in time to prevent damage to a UAV and the agent must take corrective action. For a
Class 1 operator, the agent pauses the UAV when distance mdist2haz_i is less than
min1 but not less than min2. In Fig. 7, this required system behavior is represented
by transition 4 in the Mode Diagram and event sequence 4 in the ESC “OpControl_b”.
For a Class 2 operator, the system pauses the UAV when mdist2haz_i is less than
min2 but greater than tooclose. The Mode Diagram also covers cases in which
the operator adds a waypoint when mdist2haz_i ≥ min1 (thus the agent need
not pause the UAV) and when the UAV is too close to the hazard (mdist2haz_i <
tooclose) for the operator to act in time (thus the Agent moves the waypoint). To
save space, Fig. 7 shows only one ESC. Note that the Scenario Constraint in a Moded
Scenarios Description for this system would include the predicate “min1 > min2 >
tooclose” and define the constants min1, min2, and tooclose.
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Fig. 7 Mode diagram and Event Sequence Chart for a system with two operator classes

The goal of our experiment was to collect data about how different thresholds
affect operator performance, since such data could be used to determine appropriate
thresholds for use in designing a threshold-triggered agent. As noted above, in this
experiment, when a threshold is crossed, the agent pauses the UAV (i.e., as if it is flying
in a tight holding pattern). This modification helps the operator maintain situational
awareness; missions cannot be accomplished without the user’s participation.
While stalling a UAV prevents it from entering a hazard area and being damaged,
it can also delay the UAV’s arrival at its target. To find the optimal value for the
threshold distance t for each user model, we ran each of our eight user models using
agents with t ranging from 0 (the agent never assists) to 40 (the agent frequently
assists). Figure 8 shows the performance results (averaged over 100 trials) for the
lowest and highest performing user models. Compared to operating without an agent,
the higher-performing user model benefits most from a low distance threshold (i.e.,
a less proactive agent), but has reduced performance when interacting with an overly
intrusive agent. We hypothesize that this is because the optimal strategy for a user
model might sometimes be to fly a UAV near (but not entering) a hazard area. An
overly intrusive agent would prevent this possibility. In contrast, our lower-performing
user model’s performance did not substantially vary with t.
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Fig. 8 User models’ performance using agent with different target distance thresholds. A high-performing
user model requires less help from the agent

The modified agent used in this experiment allows for tight integration with cognitive models, such as those described in Sect. 4. Instead of using the distance from a
UAV to a hazard as the threshold for determining when an agent should assist a user,
we could instead define a threshold based on the probability that a user will allow a
UAV to enter a hazard area. A cognitive model computes this probability.
6 Future work
We are currently developing a graphical front-end for the model synthesis tool that
would allow a practitioner to develop graphical representations of ESCs that resemble
those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 (see Sect. 3.2.1) and to graphically specify the Mode
Diagram for a Moded Scenarios Description (as in Fig. 5 of Sect. 3.2.2). This graphical
front-end is being developed using the NetBeans Visual Library, which is already used
in the SCR toolset to construct variable dependency graphs.
A future issue is how to synthesize and compose models with more than a single
mode class. In the hazard avoidance task, the operator manages a team of many UAVs,
rather than a single UAV. By creating n versions of the system model synthesized
from the ESCs and Mode Diagram in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the developer can create n
models, each with a mode class M_i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Composing these will produce
a system that, with the agent, protects n UAVs from hazards, rather than a single one.
When the individual UAVs in a team are independent of one another, the composition
is essentially parallel, and can be done by simply combining the tables of all of the
n models. When models of systems that interact with one another are composed,
the composition may need to add constraints that limit the interaction. For example,
particular modes of two or more systems may be incompatible; e.g., a UAV that
is avoiding a hazard should not initiate a targeting task. How best to capture this
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incompatibility (i.e., “feature interaction”) using scenarios and tabular requirements
specifications is an open question.
The current cognitive model focuses on the hazard avoidance task, predicting when
an operator becomes overloaded and how to minimize damage to UAVs from threats.
While the theory is applicable in any task in which the operator manages multiple
UAVs, it has not yet been applied to other tasks. Ongoing work is examining how
to use our theoretical model, DMOO, to predict operator overload during secondary
tasks like engaging a target and also increasing levels of autonomy in the system as
the probability of taking damage increases.
Ongoing research also includes fully automating the process of learning user models
from traces, and testing the derived models more thoroughly. We plan to extend our
RESCHU case study to include many iterations of agent development (i.e., iterating
Steps 2–4 of the method). One major research issue is validating user models. The
hypothesis that a user model that matches a user’s feature vector will also match the
user’s style of operation requires validation. The interdependence of the user’s features
also needs to be assessed (e.g., by omitting the “bigram tally: engage target →
change goal” feature to see if a user model matching the other features also matches
this feature). Future work on adaptive agents also includes improvements in each of
the five steps of our method for learning user models and applying them to evaluate
agent designs. In particular, we have left as future work agent design validation using
human participants (Step 5). We also plan to iterate Steps 2 and 3 with the aim of
improving the fidelity of our user models.

7 Conclusions
This paper has presented a Moded Scenarios Description, a new technique which
allows a developer to specify the required behavior of complex systems in terms of
scenarios. A Moded Scenarios Description includes Event Sequence Charts, a variant
of Message Sequence Charts; a Mode Diagram; and a Scenario Constraint. The paper
also introduced a formal model for a Moded Scenarios Description, a method for
transforming the description into a formal state machine model, and two algorithms
that construct the next-state function of the state machine model from the description.
The state machine model is represented in a scalable tabular format which has proven
in practice to be both human readable and easy to change. We illustrated our new
method by applying it to a hazard avoidance task for a system that manages UAVs,
using an adaptive agent to assist the system operator.
After reviewing the process for synthesizing user models presented in Pickett et al.
(2013) and Heitmeyer et al. (2013a), this paper introduced the results of new research
showing how different user models for a hazard avoidance task perform under different
values for the distance threshold t at which the adaptive agent is triggered in a hazard
avoidance scenario. This agent design facilitates integrating the agent and a cognitive
model of the user; a slight variation of the agent can threshold on predictive values
returned by the cognitive model.
The cognitive model can predict in real-time when an operator is overloaded. The
model is theoretically based and uses cognitive science and engineering principles to
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monitor operator workload. The model has been tested across multiple experiments
and has been shown to reduce damage to UAVs (Breslow et al. 2014; Gartenberg et al.
2013). The cognitive model is important not only because it is able to predict operator
workload and prevent UAV damage, but also because it can be integrated into other
systems where understanding whether an operator is overloaded is important. Integrating the theoretical model of workload, the agent approach to automation, and high
assurance methods has the potential to significantly improve the overall performance
of systems and to provide high assurance that human-centric decision systems behave
as intended.
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